In this paper, I would like to examine the issue of immigration, cultural assimilation and its discontents, religious discrimination in America and political oppression in Egypt in Ala Al Aswany's Chicago. The researcher argues that Al Aswany's Chicago can be seen as an awakening call to address the problems such as demonization and marginalization faced by immigrant groups to avoid any backlash or any acts of violence seen all over the world today. The paper concludes that by creating a diverse pluralistic society and seriously getting engaged based on a universal notion of justice in which no single community's righteousness, prosperity and dignity comes at the expense of another, we may see that immigrants keep their own identities, embrace successfully the values of their new society and become easily integrated.
INTRODUCTION
Alaa al Aswany's novel, Chicago 1 sheds light on many important issues like immigration, the question of cultural assimilation, religious discrimination in America and political oppression in Egypt. For Al Aswany, he sees literature -as an expanse of freedom that should examine the areas that people don't talk about, to show us things we could be feeling but not seeing‖ 2 In Chicago, we find that the majority of its characters are Egyptian students and faculty members of the 
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Isam M Shihada schooling. One may contend this conflict raises serious questions as to whether migration is a worthy endeavor or there is a price one should pay in return for success. This leads us to question whether multiculturalism 5 is a success or a failure.
MULTICULTURALISM AND ITS DICONTENTS
One may argue that the topic Alaa Al Aswany tackles is very timely taking into account the growing debate over the benefits to society that multiculturalism can bring. Multiculturalism can be defined as a society which is -at ease with the rich tapestry of human life and the desire amongst people to express their own identity in the manner they see fit.‖ 6 It is related to communities having multiple cultures. It is closely associated with the politics of identity, difference and recognition.
One may say that cultural isolation can preserve the uniqueness of the local culture of a nation, contribute to global cultural diversity and avoid singling out any cultural community values as central 7 . not less‖, since it is, -the form of integration‖ that best fits the ideal of egalitarianism, it has -the best chance of succeeding‖ in the -post-9/11, post 7/7‖ world, and has remained -moderate and pragmatic.‖ 10 Put differently, they base their argument on the fact that culture is not a fixed thing based on the ethnicity or religion but it is evolving as result of several factors that change as the world changes.
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Historically speaking, the importance of multiculturalism stems from the -human rights revolution‖ 11 either Islamic or far-right extremists, to muster support for their radical agendas. However, the discussion of multiculturalism and its discontents leads us to explore the concept of assimilation and its manifestation in Al Aswany's
Chicago.
ASSIMILIATION AND ITS DISCONTENTS IN ALA AL ASWANY'S CHICAGO
Assimilation 31 can be defined as the blending of minority groups into the dominant society or the process whereby a minority group gradually adapts to the customs of the prevailing culture. In Chicago, Al Aswany tries to tackle the issue of cultural assimilation. For instance, most of Chicago's action takes place in America, a nation which is founded by immigrants and on the belief that -old attachments can be transcended.‖ 32 All the different cultures are melted in one pot.
Coined as the Melting Pot 33 , it was based on the idea that, -each individual immigrant, and each group of immigrants, assimilated into American society at their own pace.‖
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The philosophy of the Melting Pot in America has potential for conflict, for instance, with Islamic communities which prefer to keep their religious values and identity even when they move to live in America. For example, we find that Aswany's characters struggle with notions of nationality and identity to cope with the challenges in their new society, America. In other words, they must decide, -how much of their past they can bear to or are able to throw.‖ pretension that he is a diligent student is embarrassingly exposed and he is consequently dismissed when his professor discovers his plagiarism and cheating on a research project.
He looked at Danana as if he didn't understand then went over to the cabinet himself and took two other slides that he put through a similar examination, and then looked at Danana, who bowed his head slowly. For a few moments, a silence, charged with an unknown energy, prevailed so quietly that the soft hum made by the lab's fridge sounded like destiny. Suddenly Dr. Baker threw the slides on the floor and they broke into shiny shards. Then he roared with an angry resounding voice that no one had heard from him before. -What a scumbag! The results you submitted are fabricated.
Where is your honor? I will revoke your dissertation and expel you from the department at once.‖
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In Chicago, Al Aswany sheds light on fact that immigration can be a painful experience. We find he isolates his characters in an alien culture where they experience cultural traumas variably. He also examines the difficulty of transcending cultural barriers and losing one's identity. This can be seen through the characters' various experiences that any Egyptian who tries to become an American and abandons his roots will be condemned to a miserable life like in the case of Ra'fat Thabit and Muhammad Salah whose lives end in tragedy.
For instance, Ra'fat Thabit, an Egyptian American professor who boasts of being an American and who despises his culture and yet continues to carry it within him, which makes matters worse. He cannot accept his daughter Sarah's independence when she decides to move out of the family home to live with her boyfriend, Jeff, an artist who introduces Sarah to drugs. This can be seen through his conversation with his longtime friend Dr.Muhammad Salah. Suddenly he felt pity for Ra'fat. He understood him well. Ra'fat couldn't stand the idea that his daughter was in love with another man. He was in the grips of deathly jealousy toward Jeff…. Ra'fat's problem, however, was much more complicated: he couldn't bear the idea of his daughter having a relationship outside marriage, for despite his harangues in defense of Western culture, he still had the mentality of the Eastern man which he attacked and mocked.
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The cultural struggle is also shared by Muhammad Salah who feels that he is lucky to have no children and wishes not to be in Thabit's shoes now. Salah has been haunted all these years by the thought that he betrayed his people who are fighting for dignity and equality against the oppressive regime in Egypt. He remembers Zeinab and her beautiful revolutionary spirit and he can no longer keep memories from flooding:
The old pictures were appearing in his mind with amazing clarity. The floodgates of memory opened, came over and swept him away, as if the past were a gigantic genie let out of the bottle. There she was, standing before him, with her petite figure, her beautiful face, and her long black hair that she gathered in a ponytail. Her eyes were gleaming with enthusiasm as she talked to him in that dreamy voice of hers, as if she were reciting a love poem, -Our country is great, Salah, but it has been oppressed for a long time. Our people have tremendous abilities. If we have democracy, Egypt will become a strong, advanced country in less than ten years.
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Salah recalls the farewell scene with Zeinab several times when he decides to immigrate to America leaving her and his people behind. For Zeinab, his decision of immigration is an escape from reality and a cowardly one he should not have taken.
But the dreams would soon come to an end. He would recall that final scene a thousand times, pausing and dwelling on every word, every glance, and every moment of silence. They were at their favorite spot in the garden when he told her of his decision to emigrate. He tried to be calm, to have a logical discussion, but she told him right away, -You are running away.
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When we come to Shaymaa Muhammadi, we find her also struggle with the issue of assimilation and integration in USA especially after 9/11. She comments on the difficulties she faces in terms of language, adjustment to the new culture and she also observes how Muslims are treated miserably which makes her homesick. This can be noticed in her conversation with her colleague and lover, Tariq Haseeb:
She spoke in a soft voice, as if talking to herself, -I am completely alone here, Dr. Tariq. I have no friends or acquaintances. I don't know how to deal with the Americans. I don't understand them. All my life I had a perfect score in my English language classes, but here they speak another kind of English. They speak so fast and they swallow some of the letters so I don't understand what they say.‖ 51 Ibid, 254-5 52 Ibid,257 53 Ibid,257 54 Ibid,83 55 Ibid,204
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Tariq interrupted her, -You're feeling homesick, and being out of place here is quite natural. As for the language problem, we've all faced it at the beginning. I advise you to watch television a lot so you'll get used to the American submitted was my first step toward going back, but they turned it down.‖ He said the last few words bitterly, and I said, -It's really sad for Egypt to lose people like you.‖ -Perhaps you find this hard to understand because you're still young. It's like when a man loves a woman and gets very attached to her and then discovers that she is cheating on him: do you understand this kind of agony? To curse the woman and at the same time to love her and never be able to forget her-that's how I feel toward Egypt.
I love her and I wish to offer her all I've got, but she rejects me.‖ I saw that his eyes were welling up with tears, so I leaned over and put my arm around him and bent over to kiss his head, but he gently pushed me away, saying as he tried to smile, -How about ending this melodrama? 69 Finally, we find both Karam and Nagi on the same page uniting all efforts to change the regime in Egypt if
Egyptians want to live in freedom and dignity. They start planning and organizing events to create awareness among students and Egyptians living in Chicago, of the despotic nature of the regime back in Egypt and the urgency for the democratic transition of power that had taken place in democratic countries. 70 One may notice that both Nagi and Karam are more concerned about the problems faced by their people in Egypt rather than what they face in USA though they are given an opportunity to succeed in USA economically, though such opportunity is denied at home due to nepotism and corruption. They are also able to express their views freely and build their life in USA far away from persecution and political detention. For example, we see how they organize a protest against the visit of the president of the Egyptian regime to Chicago. and concerned about problems faced by their own people though they live in USA. Sometimes, they are too engaged in a way that they might commit defensive acts to protect their own people from colonial invasion and exploitation of resources by foreign powers.
One may argue that the solution lies in defusing the tension by creating a diverse and pluralistic society without demonization and nullification of the -Other.‖ In fact, we must work hard towards -a universal notion of justice in which no single community's prosperity, righteousness and dignity comes at the expense of another.‖ 74 It is not enough that different communities live together but they must engage with one another. Once it is achieved, we may see that immigrants keep their own identities, embrace successfully the values of their new society and integrate easily.
CONCLUSIONS
One may conclude that Alaa Al Aswany's Chicago has tackled vital issues like immigration abroad, the question of cultural assimilation and its discontents. Light has also been shed on the question of religious discrimination and political oppression in Egypt. In an answer to the timely question posed in Chicago of the extent to which the immigrant should be loyal to his old country and whether people can become fully assimilated members of the new society, we find that characters struggle to make a balance between their old ways of life in Egypt and their new life in America. The paper concludes that in order to defuse the tension lurking among expatriate groups, we must strive towards creating a diverse
